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 1        by either in parenting classes.

 2           Paragraph 6.2.  The words "agree to" which are set 

 3        out in Lines 1 and 3 are stricken and replaced by the 

 4        word "shall."

 5           MS. RINGE:  I'm sorry, 6.2 on Page 9?

 6           THE COURT:  Of the parenting plan.

 7           MS. RINGE:  Okay.  And Lines 1 and 2 --

 8           THE COURT:  There's two entries on Line 3 where the 

 9        words "agree to" are used and one on Line 1 where -- 

10        and I'm replacing "agree to" with "shall."  I think 

11        frankly that's probably a typographical error.  This is 

12        an order, not an agreement.

13           MS. RINGE:  Okay.

14           THE COURT:  All right.  Now, turning from those 

15        changes, the first issue I will address is the 

16        allegation by Irene of domestic violence against Tom.  

17        I find specifically that Tom has not committed domestic 

18        violence in the relationship as defined by State law.  

19        This finding is made after listening to the testimony 

20        of Tom and Irene and considering the other evidence in 

21        this case.  On balance, domestic violence has not been 

22        proven.

23           In this regard, I will first review the testimony 

24        and report of Doug Bartholomew who performed a risk 

25        assessment for Tom Bubernak.  Mr. Bartholomew's 
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 1        analysis, fact-finding and conclusions are not what 

 2        this court has a right to expect from one who presents 

 3        himself as an expert in domestic violence.  He seems to 

 4        move from a predetermined result to a preconceived 

 5        conclusion.  He finds credible everything Irene and her 

 6        collateral sources report and discredits virtually 

 7        everything Tom and his collateral sources, including 

 8        neutral professionals, have reported to him.  I know 

 9        nothing of Mr. Bartholomew's professional reputation 

10        and have not heard him testify before.  His report is 

11        sloppily written, his logic weak and his assessment 

12        rife with inconsistency and bias.

13           For example, on a key issue of credibility, he 

14        writes on Page 8 that, quote:  Tom wasn't surprised by 

15        Irene's leaving, close quote.  He later writes on Page 

16        11, quote:   Yet in spite of an abundance of 

17        information indicating that she was unhappy, he claimed 

18        to be surprised that she left, close quote.

19           Clearly, the evidence in this case demonstrated that 

20        Tom was very surprised by Irene's leaving the family 

21        home with Sean.  There had been no discussion of a 

22        separation between them before -- immediately before 

23        the departure of Irene and Sean.  There was no note 

24        telling him that she had left or where she had gone.  

25        He came home from a business trip and found the house 
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 1        empty.  He called local hospitals and finally the 

 2        police.  None of this is disputed.  Yet Mr. Bartholomew 

 3        concludes that Tom is lying when he told him he was 

 4        surprised.

 5           In finding Tom totally incredible, Mr. Bartholomew 

 6        writes on Page 9:  Another much more serious 

 7        credibility issue -- this is a quotation, quote:  

 8        Another much more serious credibility issue is that he 

 9        admits he entered into evidence some very private 

10        paperwork related to her, quote, self-inventory, close 

11        quote.  This is an act which throws all of his 

12        credibility in serious doubt, close quote.  Now, while 

13        this act by Tom was ill-advised and perhaps 

14        mean-spirited, it has absolutely nothing to do with 

15        credibility.

16           Just before that rather startling credibility 

17        analysis, Mr. Bartholomew writes, quote:  He wasn't 

18        surprised by her leaving, he did take money out of the 

19        bank and he did threaten to take Sean and leave her, 

20        leading to significant psychiatric symptoms which are 

21        more damning of the things that he did which led to 

22        those symptoms than they are of her for having those 

23        symptoms -- or having of symptoms, as he wrote 

24        it, close quote.

25           I find this an absurd conclusion to advance in a 
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 1        domestic violence risk assessment.  Mr. Bartholomew is 

 2        not a psychiatrist and has no professional credential 

 3        or expertise which would qualify him to opine on what 

 4        events caused any psychiatric symptoms which Irene may 

 5        have had.

 6           Bartholomew's testimony and report is carelessly put 

 7        together despite making very serious findings.  After 

 8        all his condemnation of Tom and his conclusion that Tom 

 9        has committed domestic violence, as he defines it, he 

10        writes on Pages 18 that, quote:  It can't be determined 

11        in this evaluation whether he assaulted her, close 

12        quote.  And then he continues, quote:  What can be 

13        determined is that his nature, disposition and 

14        personality type are not at all inconsistent with the 

15        behaviors Irene is describing.  On the contrary, his 

16        presentation, history and thinking are quite consistent 

17        with the alleged behavior, close quote.

18           This assessment that he performed was a forensic 

19        examination and we have standards for the performance 

20        of forensic examinations, yet this last conclusion is 

21        precisely the type of conclusion that our Rules of 

22        Evidence, particularly Rule 404, forbids.

23           In 22 years on the bench, I have never reviewed any 

24        expert report such as this.  It is internally 

25        inconsistent, not at all neutral, and so sloppily 
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 1        drafted that the author never even proofread it, as he 

 2        admitted.  Consequently, I give no credence to the 

 3        Bartholomew report.

 4           Another witness whose testimony was rife with bias 

 5        Marion Hilfrink who has been Irene's counselor since 

 6        July 2007.  Hilfrink apparently suggested Bartholomew 

 7        as a person to perform the domestic violence 

 8        assessment.  Now, the court would not expect Hilfrink, 

 9        of course, to be in any way neutral in her testimony.  

10        Her exposure to the issues in this case is solely what 

11        she has heard from her client.  Part of her role as a 

12        therapist is to be supportive of her client.  

13        Tellingly, however, she revealed her bias when she 

14        stated, quote:  Tom threatened early on in the 

15        marriage to spend all of their money to take Sean away 

16        from Irene, and I guess that's what we're doing here, 

17        close quote.

18           There is no credible evidence of physical violence 

19        by Tom against Irene nor is there any credible evidence 

20        that Irene was ever in reasonable fear of any physical 

21        violence from Tom.  Tom may have been the dominant 

22        partner in this marriage, he may lack a certain degree 

23        of introspection, he may be somewhat rigid and he may 

24        not be as empathetic as we would all like, but there is 

25        no evidence that he has committed domestic violence as 
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